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    With the direction change of linguistics of the Western Philosophy, and the
development of the semiotics, cognitive psychology, the research of metaphor
presents a multi-angle, multi-level and multidisciplinary diversified situation. As a
general phenomenon in linguistics, metaphor is a human cognitive phenomenon.
Metaphor is also a cognitive activity which can use one experience to explain
another field. It can help us construct our mind and concept system. In the book
“Metaphor We Live By”, Lakoff and Johnson pointed out that “Metaphor is
pervasive in everyday life, not just in language but in thought and action. Our
ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and act, is
fundamentally metaphorical in nature”.
  What is the "metaphor"? What does it include? Different people will have
different ideas. For a long time, in west the research of metaphor mainly involves
three aspects: firstly, the rhetoric study of metaphor, such as Aristotle's
"comparison theory", Quintilian’s "alternative theory", they all defined the
metaphor as a rhetorical way on the word level; Secondly, the semantics research
of metaphor, the representation theory which was suggested by Richards, but
developed by Black is the "interaction theory". Thirdly, the interdisciplinary
research of metaphor, this is a new research direction beginning the 1970s.
   Real reasonable and effective Chinese metaphor model not only can static
describe the context, but must be able to describe the update, revision and
reasoning of Chinese metaphor understanding with contextual knowledge domain
changes. The development of the dynamic epistemic logic provides an effective
tool for achieving this aim. The main idea of dynamic epistemic logic is introduced
dynamic operator into epistemic logic, so as to handle information generation and
update, the act of agent and belief revision etc. All these can help us formalized













is not completely. Therefore, based on the incomplete context, metaphor
understanding is not a temporary conclusion.
  This article is divided into six chapters. Chapter one are introduction, in which
discussed the background, significance and innovation. Chapter two, the Chinese
metaphor understanding is analyzed; the history of the Chinese metaphor
research and the characteristics of metaphor are introduced. Based on the
interpretation of understanding in philosophy, we analyze the characteristics of
Chinese metaphor understanding and its influencing factors. Chapter three,
consists of the category of the history of context research, and the concept of
context is analyzed, then we analyze the effect of metaphor understanding by the
factors in the context, finally the relationship among possible world, context and
metaphor understanding is discussed, a update model of context is put forword.
Chapter four, we try to explain the relationship between metaphor understanding
and logic, introduce some logic theories, and put forward a metaphor
understanding logic system which can inference in the context. Chapter five,
based on dynamic epistemic logic, we describe the metaphor understanding. In
the last section are given conclusion and outlook.
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